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Evaporation and condensation worksheet ks3

FreeA full resource practical lesson on evaporation and condensation based on a video of a solar energy still by Bear Grylls. Students will be able to make their own solar energy still using equipment available in the laboratory. Urine can be done with water and yellow food dyes for fully surprised students. Spreadsheets included that can be used for the lesson. Lesson that suits all
learning types. Support station slide included that can be displayed around the room to facilitate the completion of the magazine article. Ideal lesson to show progress during the lesson. Bear Grylls video attached that can be used as a hook at the beginning of the lesson. Students can act as models of water and urine particles. Skills that students will learn are explain and model.
The resource includes a power point with learning results, hook video, assessment opportunities, handouts, and practical method. A number of assessment options included. Read moreFreeReport a problem Liquids and gases can be changed from one state to another when heating or cooling. Heat can turn a liquid into a gas and cooling can cause a gas to turn into a liquid.
HeatingIf water (liquid) is heated, it changes to water vapor (gas). This change is called evaporation. CoolingIf water vapor (gas) is cooled, it changes to water (liquid). This change is called condensation. Lesson 1 in a series of lessons in the subtopic particle model of matter. This resource includes a Power Point lesson, exam questions, graph drawing assignment, and other
different tasks, which include individual and pairwork with differentiated tasks. All responses and resources can be found on PowerPoint ready to print if necessary. Work examples throughout PowerPoint and dyslexic friendly font and background provide access to all students. Read moreReport a problem
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